Around the globe, UL works to help companies, purchasers and policymakers navigate market risk and complexity. UL builds trust in the safety, security and sustainability of products, organizations and supply chains—enabling smarter choices and better lives. In all that we do, we apply science and expertise to enable the responsible design, production, marketing and purchase of the goods, solutions and innovations of today and tomorrow.

**UL Helps Solve Complexity’s Biggest Challenges**

Partnering with UL makes it easier to tackle business challenges and opportunities in safety and compliance, cybersecurity, sustainability, quality and brand leadership. UL makes unparalleled investments in maintaining elite expertise and helping our customers win.

Our unique dedication to scientific research, helping to identify counterfeit products, public outreach and advocacy has made us the trusted partner of manufacturers, retailers, trade associations, international policymakers and regulatory authorities around the world.

Our robust suite of offerings includes:

- Testing
- Inspection
- Auditing
- Certification
- Marketing Claim Verification
- Training
- Advisory Services
- Software Solutions

---

**UL REACHES MORE THAN 1 BILLION GLOBAL CONSUMERS ANNUALLY WITH SAFETY MESSAGES**

**UL SOFTWARE IS USED BY MORE THAN 10,000 ORGANIZATIONS IN OVER 20 INDUSTRIES**

**UL OPERATES IN MORE THAN 143 COUNTRIES AND ACROSS MORE THAN 20 INDUSTRIES**

**UL HAS ENHANCED TRANSACTION SECURITY FOR:**

500+ BANKS
20+ PAYMENT SCHEMES
50+ GOVERNMENTS & PUBLIC TRANSPORT OPERATORS
60+ MOBILE NETWORK OPERATORS
UL Helps Brands and Business Leaders:

**Demonstrate Safety**
UL helps companies maintain product and workplace safety, avoid recalls and gain faster acceptance of innovation.

**Confirm Compliance**
UL helps companies understand and meet global regulations and standards, as well as retailer and purchaser requirements, helping them to gain and maintain market access.

**Enhance Sustainability**
UL helps companies measure, improve, demonstrate and communicate their product and company level sustainability achievements.

**Strengthen Security**
With capabilities from confirming secure interoperability, to evaluating and helping enhance protection of financial, medical and identity data, UL helps provide the trust in technology and transactions that keeps commerce moving.

**Deliver Quality and Performance**
UL helps customers confidently measure and communicate that their products and processes are aligned with the quality that customers expect.

**Manage Transparency**
UL empowers decision makers and helps companies prosper by providing meaningful transparency into supply chains, components and ingredients, while shielding proprietary information.

**Protect Brand Reputation**
UL’s third-party substantiation helps brands build trust in product and organizational safety, quality, security and sustainability. And, with our marketing claims verification, we even help brands elevate their marketing claims to show an extra level of integrity and leadership.

**Build Workplace Excellence**
UL assists organizations in developing and communicating institutional knowledge. We help companies to generate, manage and optimize processes and policies aimed at creating safer, healthier products and workplaces.